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Take your partner by the hand…
Drug development is like a dance: it’s difficult to do alone,
and can be less satisfying. A report released last week
shows that more biotechs are seeking partners for a bit 
of a bop. But pairing up with a partner entails some risks.
When one half of a partnernership dances a tango and the
other a waltz, someone’s toes are going to get trampled. 
Critical Factors for Alliance Formation, from the
consultancy company Deloitte, shows that the number 
of alliances forged between biotech companies more 
than doubled between 1999 and 2003. The biggest reason,
of course, is that partnerships increase the availability of
cash for research and development. But two key reasons
relating to personnel rank close behind. Companies often
need scientific expertise that they don’t have in-house and
they also need an effective sales and marketing team once
they have a product. 
Are all these new partnerships leading to redundancies,
clearing the dance floor of jobs? Not necessarily. Biotech
employment in the United States and Asia has been on 
the rise, although the sector has been a bit flat in Europe
(see Nature435,997; 2005). But it does mean that when

seeking a suitable biotech to work for, one should study not
just the potential employer, but all its partners, then see
which of your skills will help out everyone. 
It also means that one skill in particular — intellectual
property (IP) management — will be more in demand. 
There was a time when biotechs mostly licensed out 
their technology and drug targets to pharmaceutical
companies. Now they are dancing an IP two-step: sending
some intellectual property out as well as bringing some 
in. This means there are potentially more jobs around for
intellectual property managers — but at biotechs rather
than at pharmaceutical companies. 
Practising until you have a well-rounded skill set, both in
science and in intellectual property, will allow you to face
the music and dance — whatever size your partner.

Paul Smaglik, Naturejobseditor
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